Grading Policies:

Facilitators will give specific comments to their students based on the quality and content of their work. In addition, facilitators will ask follow-up questions when necessary and refer to specific portion(s) of assignments.

Grading Scale:

90-100: Great

Qualities: Assignment meets all specifications, is well-written, demonstrates clear effort, is well-organized, and ideally should show at least marginal creativity when applicable.

80-90: Meet Expectations

Qualities: Assignment meets most specifications, is somewhat well-written, demonstrates some effort.

70-80: Needs Improvement

Qualities: Assignment meets most specifications, demonstrates at least marginal effort.

70: Failure

Qualities: Did not complete, doesn’t meet most specifications, or doesn’t demonstrate significant effort.

Assignments that are late will be marked off by 5 points for each day late.

Any assignment must be resubmitted by a date determined by facilitators if the score is 70 or below.

Assignment deadline extensions and lateness will be at the discretion of facilitators, who will consult with the coordinators if necessary.